
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

BCN Eindhoven is located at walking distance from 

train station Eindhoven CS. 

BY FOOT

Exit the central station hall on the north end (near the bus station). 

Keep right, cross the crosswalk, and walk in the direction of the Technical 

University. After crossing the crosswalk, continue walking straight ahead. 

BCN is in the first building on your right. Enter the main entrance through the 

revolving doors. BCN Eindhoven is on the first floor at the top of the stairs. 

PRIVATE TRANSPORT:

Southbound by A2 and A58: continue on A50, Exit 6-Ekkersrijt, continue to 

Exit 7 to Centrum. Follow John F. Kennedylaan for 7 km. At the end of the 

John F. Kennedylaan, take the through lane after passing yellow cones on 

your left. Continue straight at the traffic lights, cross the bicycle path, and 

turn left immediately after. You are now at the entrance of parking garage 

P1 (on your left). 

Northbound on A2: continue on A2 to Leenderweg in Eindhoven by taking 

Exit 29 – 33 toward E34/Airport/Veldhoven/Waalre/Venlo/Eindhoven.  

From here, continue on Leenderweg. 

Follow Piuslaan and Professor Doctor Dorgelolaan to Kennedyplein/

Centrum. Follow signs P1 for parking garage.

Northbound by A67: continue on A67 to Leenderweg in Eindhoven 

by taking Exit 29–33-Veldhoven. From here, continue on Leenderweg. 

Take Piuslaan and Professor Doctor Dorgelolaan to Kennedyplein/

Centrum. Follow signs P1 for parking garage.

PARKING 

Parking garage P1 Parking Kennedyplein, Kennedyplein 400. 

799 parking slots, including 4 electrical charging stations. Paid parking.  

When leaving the parking garage on floor 0, please keep right for our 

location at 204. You can pay your P1 parking ticket at the BCN front desk 

at a reduced rate using your debit card. A day ticket costs €12.50.

HOW TO GET TO BCN EINDHOVEN

the training venues

Accessibility

Follow the A2 and A58: then follow the A50, take exit 6-Ekkersrijt

Exit 7 towards center. Follow John F Kennedy Avenue 7 km.

Continue straight onto Kennedyplein.

NS Station: Eindhoven. BCN Eindhoven is located obliquely opposite 

the exit of the station on the right side of the bus stops.

Parking garage P1 Parking Kennedyplein, Kennedyplein 400.

799 parking spaces with 4 charging points, paid.
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For your navigation system: Parking garage P1: Kennedyplein 400.
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